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FOREWARD

God's Children

We call them retarded because they are slow 
Unfortunate too? - - A thousand times, ’’No”.
Is it so tragic to live out one’s life 
Free from the worry of struggle and strife?
Free from the gnawings of envy and greed,
Free from desire to fill every need
To show the world we * re so big and so smart,
To spend all our time just playing a part 
For which, perhaps, we’re not even fitted 
But to which, by some fate, ./e’ve b>.en so committed?
A dignity’s theirs the rest of us lack,
They have no need to slap on the back 
Another from whom they seek favor, or things.
Their turst’s in the One from ..hom all favor springs*
To be sure, with not one would we want to change places 
And yet, just a glance at their s-.«eet ha.. ;,y faces 
Shouid prove beyond doubt that they really know 
They are God’s Children - - the retarded and slow.

Marjorie McMaster

(v.ork with retarded childr n was the beginning 
of Maria Kontessori’s outstanding interest in 
the needs and wants of pre-school age children.)

D.H.
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CHAPTER I

INTi'lwvUCTICl', ANfi f-JBTHOUGLOQI

I. SIGNIFICANCE OF THi. PROBLEM

Real education ceases when it becomes static* For 
decades it has been based on the influence of the men of 
the particular era. hen such as Rousseau, Pestalo.-.̂ i, iierbart 
and Froebel have all had a dynamic effect upon education#
Their philosophies, theories and methods came into vogue 
and were adhered to for a time. Their pedagogical contri
butions have not passeG into obscurity, kany of their 
principles and ide«s have been borrowed, exten .ed and altered 
by other leading educators to meet the needs of the time* 

about the turn of the century a new figure, dis
tinguished particularly by her sex, came into the educational 
light. Influenced by her predecessors in the pedagogical 
field, she developed a method of education that was adopted 
and used by many countries for over two decades* This figure, 
Maria hontessori., defied convention in many respects, and the 
impact of her contributions to education,is still being felt* 

For a time her methods v/ere severly criticised; then 
the widespread enthusiasm .vith which these ideas had been 
accepted dwindled am faded in the light of new iaeas*

decent emphasis by Catholic laymen in America on



the Jviontessori Kehtod suggests the possibility that critics 
will be proven wrong in their harsh treatment with this 
method, and that it »vill again be used in Mans effort to 
impart the wonders of the world to the young*

II. fURPQo-io C;‘ THIo ,F0Xi

The main purpose of this study is to sh.a ho„v 
one woman, who defied social customs ana conventions of 
her day, influenced the educational world of half a century 
ago, and how that influence is again being felt in pedagogical 
circles today.

In pursuing this purpose, the life of the woman «ill 
be studied. The development of her methods of education 
will be examined and Lained. Finally, it will be shown 
how these methoa3 which have been dormant for no. rly thirty 
years are being ay..-, lied to /onerican education today.

III. DEFINITION OF IdiUCATiO« HSTaKiMTlUfc

Since this paper doals primarily with one system of 
education that emerged free work with deficient or retarded 
children, it is necessary to understand the eanin and nature 
of education as well as r

..ebster’s »orld victionaxT aefines education as, 
'the process of training ana developing the knowledge, skill, 
mind, character, etc., especially by formal schooling;



teaching and training*”̂
The nature of retardation is explained fully in

the following quotation.
The terms retarded, subnormal and mentally 

deficient, are all used to describe a person whose 
mental ability when adult, will not be above that 
of an average child of twelve* Retarded is the 
most truly descriptive of these terms. Unusually 
slow mental growth is what accounts for the fact 
that by the time a retarded child reaches maturity 
and mental development ceases, he has not acquired 
the usual adult capacity.

S*P# Davies states that authorities substantially 
agree that the term mental deficiency contains three 
essential concepts: (1) marked limitation of intelligence 
due to (2) lack of normal mental development, rather 
than to mental disease or deterioration, which shows 
in (3) social and economic inadequacies. Amplification 
of this statement may be serviceable*

To say that a child is retarded is to give only 
a vague description of his ability* There are all 
degrees of retardation, from very mild to very severe*
The child may be mentally like an average infant, 
or nearly the equal of average children of his age*
Plans must be made on the basis of what he can do, 
with the expectation that he will develop mentally 
as other children do, though more slowly*

When medical science is developing so rapidly, 
it seems unwise to say that any organic condition 
is incurable* It must be admitted however, that 
as yet no way has been found of increasing native 
capacity. This fact is fundamental in dealing with 
the retarded* Since the condition is permanent, 
efforts are directed to things that can be improved—  
living conditions, education, health, personality, 
behavior, skills.

Inferior intelligence is a very severe handicap 
and definitely limits achievement* Many of the 
retarded, however, can be both happy and useful 
members of society*^

•3-

------- 1--- —
College Edition, ..ebste-r’s Mew korld Dictionary 

{Cleveland: The world Publishing Company,”" 1^54} p.''4ol.
2Katharine G* Ecob, The Retarded Child in the Community 

(Hew York: The Mental Health Materials Center, Inc,, lŜ &'J ,



IV. COLL CTION Ox' Tii- L.iT.. --.iL j-iiaT»Tlo:; 
n  _ OF THE STUD?

TA:;, n ntu..../ was . ,-ri-:,-ay and secondary
source materials available from the Carroll College library, 
Helena, Montana} an... the Missoula Public Library, .ALssoula, 
ontana.

• V. TREATMENT OF THE DATA

The data was used to form a general historical 
background of the life and .vork of Maria Montessori, M, D*
The content of specific methods used by Montessori ana her 
followers, as well as the results witnessed, 'was derived Crois 
these materials. Particular attention was given to the 
present day application of the Montessorian method in America*

- 4-



CH.FT EE II

GENERAL HISTORY

This woman was a medical doctor as well w IX XX 
educator. She may even be considered a radical, for her 
accomplishments were not in keeping with the accepted role 
of womanhood during the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
The woman, Maria Montessori, was born in Rome, Italy in lo69* 
Contrary to the general custom of her day, she received a 
scientific rather th.n a classical education. This scientific 
background later served as the basis for her own educational 
system*

It was not an uncommon occure .cu to see Maria about
the city of Rome unchaperoned, a practice fro>vnoo upon by
social custom of her day, This, however, was but one example
of the independence she possessed, the independence which
was to help her establish herself and her methods in a field
dominated by men up to that time*

.. .thematical prodigy with a desire to
study engineering. On the day of registration at the University

1of Rome, she witnessed a poor beggar carrying a sickly child* 
This incident started maria on a career that has since left

5©d ogici 1 rid# Instead of!

i?*The First Progressive," Time, 5^*56, October 20, 1947*



the planned engineering course, Maria enrolled in Medical 
School* She was the first woman recipient of a doctor of 
Medicine degree from the University of Home.

Very early in her medical career, Madam montessori 
became interested in working with mentally deficient children# 
She spent part of her internship caring for cretins ana morons 
She believed they could be educated and was greatly in
fluenced by the work being done in that field by the Frenchman 
Eduouard Seguin#^

She was frequently called upon to aeiiver lectures 
on the work she was doing with these unfortunate children# 
Later she founded a school for aef t.ives which proved to 
be highly successful# It haa been thought that idiot child
ren were a medical, pedagogical problem. Maria, however, 
objected to this thought and maintained they were chiefly 
pedagogical problems# This she evidenced to be true during 
the time she worked aith them.

This belief had led her to work with the mental 
deficients for two years in an educational rather than a 
medical capacity# during this time she trained teachers 
an well as instructed the feeble minded# The field became 
so fascinating to her that she began to study elementary

^Ibia#, p. 56.
^Luella Cole, A History of education operates to 

Montessori, (New York:"tinehart ana Company, 1950) ~P* 564#



r*7mrm
education and again enrolled at the University of Rome as 
a philosophy student.

During this time of study -nd research she became 
acutely aware of the disuse of methods, which had given way 
to the strict adherence of cola hard rules. Such a condition 
had led to discouragement and failure among teachers as ..ell 
as pupils,

Her success with the feeble minded had convinced her
that "similar methods applied to normal children would develop
or set free their personality in a marvelous ana surprising 

Lway."
Itard and Seguin had been the major influences on

Madam Montessori. she studied their methods and employed
many of their ideas in her new system. She was able to
improve some of their methods which resulted in her successfull
teaching a number of idiots to read well* Such a feat her
predecessors had failed to accomplish. These idiots compared
favorably with normal childrc a fact which ignited a /
concern in Maria.

While everyone was admiring the progress 
of my idiots, I was searching for the reasons 
which could keep the happy healthy children of 
the common schools on so low a plane that they

^Maria Mont ; ̂ Sori, The Montesr,ori Method crane.
Anne E. George, (Nev. Xerk, Frederick"Tu Stokes Com ■ ny, ig.-.2) , 
p. 33.



could be equaled in tests of intelligence by 
my unfortunate pupils.^

It must be noted here that the detection of Mental 
deficiency in those days was even more inadequate than it 
is today. The possibility exists that some of hr. kontessori' 
defectives were above the borderline in intelligence; and 
conversely, some of the supposed normal may have been deficient 

This question In mind gave impetus to the beginning 
of her work with normal children. The opportunity to start 
her experiments and observations came to her when she was 
asked to undertake the organization of infant schools in 
tenement houses in aorae* The school a later became known as 
"The Children's House” and sheltered children from the ages 
o" three to seven years. This age group gave Karla the 
op.crtunity to study normal children in their formative years 
ana to determine the relationship between these little people 
and the feeble minded children she had worked with previously* 
Juring this time she again .-seriously studied the works of 
Sequin and Itard. Combined with their influence she success
fully used many of the methods she had developed for deficient 

Dr. Kontessori was a firm advocate of the scientific 
method. In her execution of this method she saw the necessity

5Ibid., p. 39.
C. Valentine, "Madam kontessori" Nature, 

169:992-3, June 14, 1952.



of training teachers tc her way of thinking. She wanted to 
obliterate any preconcieved notions about children or child 
psychology in order to carry on a true scientific observation 
of children operating in their natural sphere.

Shortly before her methods were adopted in the
United States, several articles appeared In McClureTc magasin^
about her successful education of pre-school children. One
author stated that Madam Montessori,

tries through her sense education to reach and to 
stimulate the intellect itself. Through tne child’s 
interest in the materials with which he works, she 
leads him to purely intellectual concepts of form 
and the relation of numbers.<

About l89o» enthusiasm for kindergardens dwindled and 
the Montessori method, began to displace Froebei in many places 
This was noticeable in some of the larger cities of Germany 
where pre-school children were organised in elementary schools 
called kindergardens. although Fro .'Delian principles never 
influenced Germany to any great extent, there did exist a 
conflict between Montessori methods ana t hose permi 
the organisation of the school on the basis of children’s

Qactivities.

7Tozier, “Montessori Schools. xn Rome,1’ mcCIu, ^a
l .agasine, 38:124, December, 1911.

Kane, S.«i • , An ' ,ssay Toward a Hist or;, of gchd_. ion
(Chicago: Loyola University Press, 19js) , p. 579."

9Kandal, Comp .■r̂ .tive i£auc:..tion (Boston: naught on 
Mifflin Company, lyTfl TH3T"



In Russia, education began for cl&iidran at t.o age 
of three years* These kinder garden schools were directou 
by The People's Ooa-iieaariat of Education ana developad a 
negative attitude to.-.aru both Froebel and kontaasoni*
They claimed both had methods that ..ore foreign to soviet‘ a.'. (fY* '>■ . V.! , 7% - ' .’v' ‘ V ■I-' \ A r .Ik*, 10 xaeals*

Pre-school education in France was strongly influenced
by kontessorian methods c.::d her influence in their school system
has prevailed to the present day.'1'̂

In Italy soma of hor theories of auto-education and
the use of some of her didactic materials wore adopted*
however the method was criticised as being narrow, rigid,
formal and mechanic. ,.l on one hand, ana lacking in social

12purpose and vitality on the other*
Dr* Kontessori was made an honorary Facist by 

Mussolini, but she objected tc the way the party tried to 
-wrap youth in their own brutal pattern*nJ In 1933 3 her 
Italian schools were closed, ana she was exiled to Spain, 
England, Holland, India, ..aae the Netherlands* .d;cile die not 
hinder the work of t is devoted educator* She established

— --------- -—
10 n ~/LIbid., p* 1
U John cr**r, <',eorSe 

(New York: Harcourt, Brace ana Company, 195 ,
12Kandal, ©£* eft*, P* 465*
W..The First Progress!**," SiES,. 50:56, October 20, 1947.



11
schools and train d teachers in whatever country she was

Madam Montessori died on May 6, 1952 in the Netherlands*
Her lifetime reflects a continuous and untiring effort to 
perfect the education of youn , children. She saw great 
potential in the child, ana wanted it to be realised to the 
fullest extent* At an international congress on education 
in Copenhagen in 1937, she said:

The adult must understand the meaning of the 
moral defence of humanity, not the armed defence 
of nations. He must realise that the child will 
be the creator of the new world peace. In a suit
able environment the child reveals unsuspected 
social characteristics. The qualities he shows will 
be the salvation of the world, snowing us all the 
road to peace, and the new chila h^s been born !
He will tell us what is needed 1-*-̂

14’’Montessori in Copenhagen,” Time, 30:41, 
August 16, 1937.

living.



CHAPTER III

THE MONT-uSUttlAN METHOD

The first work Madam Montessori did in the field 
of education was with mental deficients. She discovered 
that if a mentally deficient chixcl ./ere given something to 
touch or twist with his hands th a. his brain woulu. function 
responsively. She carried this tr.eory over into her work
with normal children and developed her methods to correspond

/
with her principle of: freedom, auto-education and sense

1training.
It was i.aria’s contention that in order to educate 

an individual, one must know something about th-t person*
To learn about him, observation was fundamental, particularly 
observation of hi;., in infancy ana young childhood; she he id 
that this was the time when his foundations for future life 
were laid* She thought teachers should be prepared .ith an 
intellectual and a scientific spirit * The teacher should 
have an interest in natural phenomena to enable her to learn 
to understand the meanings and ramifications of natu.. al 
reactions. Thus a basis woul; be formed for developing 
pedagogical methods to cope with and complement such phenomena. 
Teachers’ preparation could not be limited w  technique c.j.o.ie,

Ibid., p. 41.
-12-



they must have an interest and appreciation for observing
natural activity: "the school m. permit the free natural
manifestations of the chile if in the ^eaool, scientific

2ped'J r is to be born."
Madam Montessori objected to the methods used in

the public schools of her time, ode disliked the school
desks, which had been made to fit the child in relation to
his physical stature, but hau not allowed for any adaptation
to the individual chila. She did not: like the position of
the teacher who stood as a figure of authority ana used
either pri;je or punishment to motivate the children.

Sufficient material may have boon presenter to the
child; yet this was done in such a way that the natural
activity in the child’s ’world was not encouraged or stimulated.
Emphasizin. her dislike for prise or punishment Maria s^id,

...he who accomplishes a truly human'work, he 
who does somethin^ really nreat and victorious, 
is never spurred to his task by those trifling 
attractions called by the name of ’prices’ not 
by the fear.,of thosu petty ills which we call 
punishment.

She saw a need for a sweeping tucational revision, 
a need to do away with the regiment a.:, prograu impoe i on 
teachers and pupil by t :e law. In planning her new method,

2Montessori, op. cit,», p. i5*

-13-
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certain definite iueas were kept in mind; the principal 
ones were:

that the personality o the chile must be 
liberated by methods adapted to his individual 
ntttug; that his inherent nervous energy must 
b.? conducted into channels of organized activity; 
that liberty through activity must be the ideal 
for discipline; that the ck' i‘s natural love 
of work for the work's sake and the very joy of 
doing it should be given a e fiela for its 
development; that true education involves self 
training and is to that c tea- auto education

i r m  ' C "
Madam Pontessori w ,s starting was be 1 entirely on obser
vation at the first. She also provided for tne - sorvation 
of the child's physical growth* r gr . 01 . . for 
measuring and weighing children on specified aays and dates, 
arranged according to birthdays. This was incorporated into 
a typo of game that was enthusiastically received by the 
children. At this ti c ..iso, principles of health an,, 
hygiene were practiced by the child; en ana soon became .... 
habitual activity#

Observation of the child’s activity was entirely 
.■ | stive, md the i .■ . k. *ere designed especially
for the freedom, cofort, ana conveniu.. 30 of the chil dren« 
Special tables and chairs were made ana no aesks were allowed. 
The garden was accessible to the children -a. . they were

—14—

Ellen atevens, A Guide to the montessori Lethod 
(sew York, Frederick Jt'okfi Company, T$TJJ ', p’. Id.



permit ted to move their furniture about in it freely.
Cupboards were designed for the ste .’age of school ana play 
materials. Blackboards were hunt, in convenient places,

"The pedagogical method of observation has for its 
ou e the liberty of the child; liberty is activity."5 This 
belief expressed by Madam Montessori indicated t'.-.-t discipline 
in her program must be active, and to the greater part, self 
active. It included a type 01 self activity which prepared 
the child to live in society. Only the activity which was 
wrong or annoying was thwarted by carefully trained, observant 
teachers. This method respected the individuality <•£* each 
little child as he showed forth his ova personality, .Dangerous 
or useless acts were eliminated.

The training of teachers s difficult for Maria to 
accomplish. In the old school, teachers had been the active, 
dom nating force in the classroom. Now they had to learn 
to be the passive participants, observing activity and inter
vening only to correct an undesirable act. Regarding un
desirable activity, Maria said,

the first idea that the child must acquire, in 
order to be actively disciplined, is th. t of the 
difference between good and evil; and the task 
of the educator lies in seeing that the child 
does not confound good with immobility and evil 
with activity, as often happens in the case of 
the old time discipline. And .11 this occau e our 
aim is to discipline for activity, for work, for

-15-
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good; not for immobility, not for passivity, 
not for obedience

Maria thought that it could later bo impressed upon them in
the form of a lesson, rather than a command, the desirability
of orderly and tranquil seating for any length of time.

As an integral part of these disciplinary acts, the 
child was taught and guided into independence. ue was en
couraged to become self-sufficient and powerful; in this way 
he would succeed in conquering himself anu becoming a strong 
.. et to the society in which he lived.

The Montes--ori method disapproved of prizes or other 
similar rewards. In her experiments ana observations she 
found the only meaningful rewards to children were their own 
useful accomplishments; and these were permitted through the 
liberty given to them.

Punishments were also frowned upon, as well as seldom 
needed. However, /hen any child would become particularly 
annoying to others, he would be placed in a slightly isolated 
location, with toys and equipment to play with, but at the 
same time he would be located where he could observe others 
playing harmoniously. . ith a iittle extra attention from the 
directress , not scolding, it took only a short time for the 
child to realise what behavior he must employ to be accepted 
by his peers.

-16-
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Lessons in the Children’s Houses were rare, y 
collective* This would be very difficult, since the -whole 
tenet of this educational system was based on liberty, in
stead, most instruction was individual, given whan the teacher 
observed that the child was ready for it. aach lesson .vas 
characterized by brevity, simplicity, and objectivity.
Madam Montessori strongly objected to comparisons and examples 
to develop a lesson; she felt these confused rather twan 
helped. She thought that by teaching and perfecting each 
individual, a collective order would automatically dominate.
At the same time, each individual would be more fully 
developed.

Exercises for practical living wer. a part ol" every 
day’s activity. The children gathered in the coming, greeted 
one another, put their outer wraps away, one readied them
selves in little aprons which they were required to wear.
The morning provided sense exercises, rest periods, intellec
tual exercises, sr simple gymnastics. Then lunch was served 
by the children the.-.solves* The mealtime schedule was strictly 
followed. No eat in,, between weals was allowed. The children 
were taught cleanliness before coming to the Wole as well 
as good table manners« The afternoon activity provided 
directed games, manual .. :rk, gardening and care of animals.

The schedule was flexible, again allowing for liberty. 
The children were taught rules of hygiene, and had frequent



inspections for cleanliness. I'hey oecau.e aware of their

iea lor 
hildren. 
t;B for 
.ill these

personal appearance, and w^re given lessons in poisa ana 
social conversation.

Gymnastic equipment w.s designed and utili 
the mu. cular develo; raent and co-oraination oi the 
Educational gymnastics, such as gardening, exercist 
buttoning, lac in;-;, a nd tying bows were developed, 
things were available for the useful education of aaily 
activities.

Respiratory gymnastics were introduced to 
the little people learn to breathe correctly; at t 
time these provided speech exercises. Many minor 
defects -were detected aad corrected as a result of 
exercises.

In her schools Madam Kontessori provided s 
of g ound to be cultivated by the children. Here 
little gardens they learned to love and respect nat 
protect and care for their plants. 1'he progress oi. 
was a source of great joy anu enthusiasm for the children because 
they showed the results of the child*s own labor* This care 
ana appreciation of gardens later c .rried over into their 
social and economic lives.

Another type of manual labor employed in the hontessori 
school was building in pottery. Rather than being given 
clay with which to copy other objects, the children were

iielp 
ae same 
speech
these

I.all plots 
in their 
ture, to
f th„ gardens



given material with which to create objects according to 
their own liking. Vases were , ,e first objects they made 
because of their utility* Lat as the child was a little 
older he was introdue«i to the potter’s wheel. He learned 
to make brick and with this self-made product ha constructed 
little houses* This experience was a source of great deligat 
to the child who had mastered such an accomplishment *

In this experimental type of education, the sense 
education was of primary importance* Maria’s theory differed 
from other leading educators of her time in that she thought
.. scry education should, "...not weary but‘shall divert"

7the cnild* in order to arrive at this end she iv.several 
didactic exercises made * They were designed to interest the 
C! lid, and at the s-:. .ue tir e to cor, rol error in such a way as 
to enable the child to easily determine where and when he had 
made a mistake* The tcacher v, s tr m ed not to show these 
children mistakes they made when playing with these toys.
Instead, the chila was left to h'.»p own self-airection and usually 
he was able by the construetior c-f th< toy, to see ana rectify 
his mistake.

Maria found that if each sense was isolated as much 
as possible during each particular exercise it w~s more readily 
trained. Following Seguins* lesson plan she divided each

*>»
-19-
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session into three parts,
1# a3s°ciation of the sense perception with theO cU/I G « /

recognition the obji . .. corresponding to the name*
3» remembering the name corresponding to the object.

In ti* .esting ana training o the child’s hearing, 
dam Montessori used the still effective whisper toot, devis

ing several different games employing it.
She believed that the tactile and thermal sense.'

•- ji> lament each other, so in turn she trained them together, 
hne developed different exercises of feeling water of vary
ing temperatures so as to trnin the thermal sense*

The tactile sense exercises were designed to -enable 
the child to gently rub his finger tips over surfaces of 
various textures, from the rough oi sand paper to the smooth 
of silk.

In developing an awareness c the sense of -weight, 
small wooden blocks of equal sines but different weights 
were used. The child held a block in each hand ana aeter- 
mine . ich was the heaviest#

Another game used was to >linafold the child and 
giv him several bricks arm cubes. The child distinguished 
the two different shapes, ana placed each in an appropriate 
pile, thus leamin, see with his hands*

Ibid,, pp. 177-170.8



Different types of especially designed exercises 
(mostly wooden geometric designs) were used for training 
depth perception.

The auditory sense was more difficult to train, but 
success was experienced with di~ ferent noise iaakin̂  objects 
in the presence of silent attentive children.

It was Maria’s firm conviction chat by n comprehensive
education of all the senses, the child was not only more
readily able to adapt to intellectual situations, but to learn
and contribute to society through his education. . he said,

our aim in education in general is twofolu, 
biological and social. From the biological side 
we wish to help the natural development of the 
individual, from the social standpoint it is 
our aim to prepare the individual for the environ
ment

During the period when the senses were being trained, 
the children also learned a corresponding nomenclature, -hen 
th y were ready, they spontaneously sought intellectual know
ledge. Their keen sense appreciation as .ell as vocabulary 
was an asset toward further progress, when being retest so. 
to determine tl. ■ amount of comprehension they had attained, 
the children’s '’inns were not o'uttereo with corrections.
If there were mistakes made, the same lesson was given again 
at a later time.

The child’ , ctivity with the provided equipment was ^
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an indication to the observant teacher just how much he was 
developing, ana hew receptive he would be to advanced activities*

Because of her dislike for the existing methods of
learning geometric designs as a pre-requisite for writing,
Madam wontesaori devised her own method, dhe had colored
letters prepared in wooden blocks. Pictures to hole indicate
the sound of the letter are also provided. By tr cine these
letters with their fingers ana later with wooden sticks, the
children were able to exercise the ..uscuî r control necessary
in holding a pen and making the sweeping movements in letter
formation. She believed that

touching the letters and looking at them at 
the same time fixes the image more quickly 
through the co-operation of the senses. Later 
the two facts separate; looking becomes reading; 
touch becomes writing. According to the individual, 
some learn to first, others to write.

Reading came shortly after writing haa been mastered, 
but it took more time to perfect. ,ord cards were one means 
used, and various methods were used to determine the degree 
of comprehension when reading these cards. This method 
demonstrated that reading must be mental, not vocal, if it 
is to teach the child to receive an idea.

Throughout her whole system, Madam montessori 
constantly emphasised the importance of liberty in the train-
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ing and education of children* It has been said,
they did not tear out of school in an unmannerly 
way* To reach tneir homes they had only to cross 
the courtyard, ana even the youngest could safely 
do this alone* They did so in a sober, well behaved 
manner. Having been free all day to move about or 
sit as they pleased, they felt none of that rougn 
exuberance which marks the exit from school of 
those who have been for hours deprived of their 
natural right to spontaneous movement*xi

Children were not competing with one another in 
this system, rather they were advancing as they individually 
required advancement* They were recognised for their own 
work ane accomplishments*

This whole method was based . - type of psychology 
that is now considered by some as beii ; out dated. Maria 
worked on the theory that the senses should be trained first. 
Some maintain now that the emotions should be trained f... t 

The method was not without shortcomings, uince the 
:>rogra:; was based on the natu e of small children and the 
things for which they showed a desire, she was unable to 
effectively include those things for »hich they showed no de
sire, and which were necessary as a foundation for later life, 
iier philosophy and theory often contradicted her practice as 
a teacher* Much of her success was realised because of her 
great ability to observe the needs of the child .no to meet
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them accordingly. She has b .cn accu sd of being too 
rigidly scientific, but despit:* all criticisms ana accusations, 
it cannot be denied that Maria Montessori has made a great 
contribution to the field of education.



CHAPTER IV

A PRESENT DAI APPLICATION OF■
THE MONTESSORIAN METHOD

New emphasis has bean given to tPe Montessori l ethod 
in the United states. In the fall of 1953 a group of Catholic 
laymen opened a school in Connecticut which they called .hitby• 
1. way started under the direction of Nancy McCormick Kambusch, 
who : studied the Montessori method in Europe, The small 
school was sanctioned by the Bishop and the event marked 
a new venture in Catholic education in America*"*-

The•three year age grouping, from three to six, six 
to.nine, and nine to twelve years, provides for flexibility 
in development; yet enough of a balance is maintained to 
keep social harmony* although th* method has been adapted to 
meet the needs of American children, the sain principles of 
iiontessori prevail•

There is no mob greeting of "good morning" when the 
children arrive at school, but an individual greeting to tie 
teacher by each child*

In this school it is the duty of the younger 
children to keep the classroom orderly. After the daily 
dusting ariu sweeping has boon done the day’s work is begun*

^Oona Burke, n/hitby School,'* Jubilee, p. 21, 
February, 1959 *



Sach child chooses a project that interests him and the 
time he spends on it depends on the degree of challenge 
or accomplishment it offers him

The Montessori Mehted provides a successful method 
for teaching foreign languages to the children. It is not 
uncommon for the child to have learned one or two languages 
other than his own by the time he is ten*

In this day and age when discipline is deemed a 
number one problem in many educational circles, it is 
encouraging to see that discipline presents no major concern 
in the Montessorian classroom. It is based on a higher 
ide 1 than external force by the teacher. Discipline is 
maintained through the child’s mastery over himself. This 
theory puts discipline in its pro; or perspective, ana the 
direct result in the child is a realistic, respectfu., and 
spiritual attitude toward life*

To merely read the principles of the Montessori 
Method, one might conclude that they provided only for a well 
behaved group of children who did what tney pleased when 
they pleased. On the contrary, however, amasin., results 
are seen in academic study. Each individual child learns 
according to his ability, lie is not restricted by ’’grades” 
nor baffled by material he cannot keep pace with. Each child 
is individually presented with subject matter as he shows a 
need for it.

-26-



The freedom of activity promotes a strong community 
spirit. Children learn selflessness as they learn generosity. 
hi the environment provided in the Montessori classroom, whole-

41 some social manners and attitudes develop naturally.
The curriculum in this school includes history,

geography, music, arithmetic, theology, astronomy, paleontology,
2French, and Latin.

This new movement is very small as yet; but it has 
met with a success taat may give impetus to the development 
of a more effective system of Catholic education in the 
United States.

The illustrations on the following pages show
3Montessorian mehtod$ in use in this present year, 1959*

"ibid.» p. 26.
3.Ibis., pp. 21 *-27.
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Figure 1.
Simple materials play „n important part in 
the Montessori teaching method* This child 
is learning to distinguish between sweet and 
acrid odors with scent bottles— t.-vo filled 
with perfume and two with vinegar. After 
experimenting with ail lour aha will match 
them in pairs and then learn their names, 
thus proceeding from ths sensory to the 
abstract.



Figure
The meaning of *oly Communion is explained by 
Mrs. Rarabusch: she compares the children’s 
daily meal together with the Christian banquet 
at Mass when the hiucharist nourishes the soul 
with spiritual stron ,th and energy. The table 
set for dinner with candles and food on a 
plate illustrates visually the relation
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Figure 3*
The children’s co-operation in keeping their 
classr om in order helps develop their sense 
of responsibility. Here a four-year-old girl 
puts a table back in place while a boy sweeps 
up.
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Figure k*
During lunch the children take turns .serv
ing e ch other, precision of action, sell 
confidence and consideration for others 
result fror:. this early social training.

(
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Figure 5.
Sugar and salt are used in learning to 
distinguish between sweet - ant bitter tastes.

(
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Fi ;.,ure 6.
A scaled progression of bells helps refine 
tonal percej-Lion•

C
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Figure 7.
sense of touch is develoj-oi by feeling 
texture of pieces of cloth and match- 
therc in pairs.

(
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Figure o*
Judging tun wcigivfcs 01* dil i orent si -cni 
wooden tablet a is .• n exercise to increase 
tactile sensitivity in both hands.
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Figure 9*
recorder provides a basic foundation 
children’s musical training#

(
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Figure 10.
The ’’silence game” {the children sit quietly
while the teacher softly calls each one) 
teaches self control anti helps ehiluren under- 
stand the real meaning oi 
it also prepares them for concentration in 
learniig ana prayer.

(



figure 11*
Mrs. Rambusch reads Belloc’s Cautionary Verses 
to a group younger children. Listening to " 
non-illustrated stories isolates tne ch..Lid’s 
sense of hearing which helps him develop 
attentiveness to the word* Grimes’ ana Andersen’s 
fairy tales and Kipling’s storien for children 
are favorites at .'.hitby.
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Figure 12.
Older children often read zo tr.e others. 
Here a six-year-old reads nneroelos anu the
Lion to the younger children. de^eing..  "
aloud is not a chore to Whitby students 
but a way oi sabring and con>^unicating 
knowledge.

(
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Figure 13*
Two boys do an exercise in counting to 
million.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Th oaper has shows how one me 'ioa of education 
a; been successfully used in educating children. It has 

shown that the dedicated work of Maria Montessori has left 
a 1 - .sting imprint on educational systems in many countries.

Madam Montessori showed a great understanding for, 
and "idence in the young child. She believed that he 
was capable of many more accomplishments than given credit 
for by educators of her time. She set about to prove her 
theory with her own methods. ;he was successful in setting 
forth the merits of this theory, and chilur n in her schools 
not only excelled in academic fields but mastered them
selves with self-discipline* The child’s social adjust
ment was an outstanding result of her training. The basic 
tenet underlying all her methods was liberty, expressed 
through freedom of activity.

Her rnethou aid suffer some defects, but even today 
educational syste.es lack in many areas. The method has 
been criticised as being too scientific, but the outstand
ing fault was the inability to provide necessary experiences 
for which the child showed no desire.

The recent emphasis on this method, which for a 
time succumbed to the influence of Dewey, may be the begin*
k m  ^  1 -4i- *v\ * " J



ning of a new movement in education. America is the land 
of liberty, if the liberty of the child i. guinea aaa en
couraged in his early years, Americans may truly sinu that 
"the qualities the child shows will be the salvation of 
the world, showing us all the road to peace*,ri

^"iiontessori in Copenhagen,t! Tiiae, 3a:41, 
August 16, 1937.
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